Actively Engaged Citizens under RAP
Through programming in six countries, RAP meaningfully engaged **28,650 citizens** through election monitoring, community initiatives, and other activities.

**Program-Wide**

**Algeria: 5,688 citizens**

**Egypt: 3,000 citizens**

**Kuwait: 3,000 citizens**

**Morocco: 856 citizens**

**Yemen: 12,100 citizens**

Legend:
- **Field Observers** - Egyptian field observers monitored both the 2014 presidential and the 2015 parliamentary elections following specialized training. This enabled the observers to report electoral violations.
- **Community Initiative Participants** - Citizens from Kuwait, Algeria, Morocco, and Yemen participated in RAP-sponsored initiatives in their communities.
- **Training Participants** - Citizens from Algeria and Morocco were trained in advocacy and government engagement.
- **Conflict-Sensitive Manual Recipients** - Journalists and media activists in Yemen received a manual on conflict-sensitive journalism in order to strengthen their reporting.
- **Peace Media Network Participants** - Yemeni citizens joined the RAP-supported network that aimed to use journalism as a tool for peace.
Civil Society Leaders Developed under RAP
Through programming in six countries, RAP meaningfully engaged and built the capacity of 714 civil society leaders.

**Program-Wide**

Key: Each icon represents seven civil society leaders.

**Algeria: 83 leaders**

Key: Each icon represents one civil society leader.

**Egypt: 187 leaders**

Key: Each icon represents 1.87 civil society leaders.

**Kuwait: 61 leaders**

Key: Each icon represents one civil society leader.

**Morocco: 25 leaders**

Key: Each icon represents one civil society leader.

**Tunisia: 49 leaders**

Key: Each icon represents one civil society leader.

**Yemen: 309 leaders**

Key: Each icon represents 3.1 civil society leaders.

**Legend:**

- **Youth Leaders**- Youth in Kuwait, Morocco, and Yemen built capacities to grow as leaders effect change in their communities.
- **Women Political Leaders**- In Tunisia, women political leaders developed their ability to participate and/or run in the upcoming municipal elections.
- **Journalists and Media Activists**- In Yemen, journalists and media activists received training to better conduct their work in a conflict-zone and use journalism to foster peace.
- **Trainers and Facilitators**- Participants in Yemen, Kuwait, and Algeria received training-of-trainers, which they later redelivered to trainees.
- **Project Teams**- Community leaders, activists, and project teams in Egypt, Kuwait, and Algeria increased their capacities.